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Abstract

The magnet under discussion has been
built for research in closed-cycle-MHD
energy conversion to be in operation with
the largest existing loop "Argas". Special
features of the design are great accessi
bility for diagnostics and sufficient
space for the electrodes. The design was
made for 4T and will be described shortly.
The magnet coil design created energizing
problems which have been investigated
using different power supplies, i.e. dif
ferent charging circuits. Thereby inter
esting effects could be observed. They
can be explained by an imperfect part of
either the wire or the winding in one of
the coils and by the special winding con
struction with shunting strips across
each layer.

I. Introduction

The magnet construction started 1968,
which explaines why partially very con
servative construction rules have been
used, based on the knowledge at this time.
The work has been carried Qut by the
Gardner Cryog. Compo ,Penns. ,USA. The spe
cial type of construction caused many pro
blems for the operation. In the first
period of the operation, 1970/71, experi
ences with the refriperation loops had to
be yielded, because no comparable system,
directly cooled by a refrigerator, was
runninE at this time. This will be sum
marized briefly in chapter 3. In this pa
per we emphasize, in particular, the dis
cussion of the results of many energizing
processes with different charpinr circuits
carried out to investipate the performance
limits caused by the special windinp type.
Probably this windinp type is also respon
sible for the observed interaction effects
with the conductinr MHD-plas~a during the
operation of the magnet in the Arras MHD
loop, discussed in chapter VI.

[I. ConGtruction of the Magnet

A d (~ SCI' i It t ion Jl a s bee n r i vc n ina pre
vious pap(~r. Fip, 1 ~;hows the principles
o[ the cryostat construction and the rco
llletrical dimcnsions as an optimal solution
for maximal accessibility to the center
from all "ides, required for HIm-research
purpo,;es. L1ch coil is contained in its
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Fig.1. Design principles of the magnet.

own cryostat. This cryostats are held a
part from each other by four compression
tubes surrounding the room temperature
access. The tubedimensions are calculated
with respect to the large attracting
meghanical forces between the coils up to
10 lb. There is a space along the outer
face of the coil dewars to aid cooling.
The remainder of the helium part of the
system consists of a liquid storage volume
above each coil dewar, provided by tubes
in longitudinal direction and larger
tubes between the coil faces at each end
of the dewar. The total VOlume for liquid
helium is about 250 f inside the coil de
wars and 300 £ in the reservoir. To mini
mize'radiation to the liquid helium tem
perature parts or sections of the system,
all 4,4 K surfaces are wrapped with foil.

A copper radiation shield surrounds
the helium dewar inside the vacuum space.
Tubes are welded on it which are cooled



Fig. 2. Cross sections of the used con
ductor.

The main current leads are optimized
for 500 A and are liquid nitrogen cooled
near their ends.
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Fig.3. Short sample data of the conductor
together with the calculated peak
field at the conductor and the cen
tral field of the magnet.

helium cooling of the total conductor sur
face is provided, but probably on account
of the possibility of small mechanical
motions of.the conductor. Using the theory
of cryogen~c conductor stabilization2 with
the given conductor dimensions, a recovery
current of about 500 A results, if 2he
heat transfer is assumed at O,lW/cm . The
refore the winding should be fully stabi
lized at the design current of 420 A with
an mean current density of 6500 A/cm 2 .

A special feature of the design is the
use of internal shunts, introduced to
minimize the danger of damaf,e to the win
ding during a quench. Each iayer has four
strips of phosphor bronze foil soft-sol
dered to and connecting the first and last
turn. The resistance of each strip is
0,25~ and it is loosely covered with mylar
~nsulation. This technique, no longer used
~n modern magnet design, caused most of
the effects during the energizing proces
ses, which will be discussed later.

Fig. 4 shows the calculated and measu
red field distribution along the axis also
out~ide of the magnet in the stray field
reg~on.
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Each of the coils, which are connected
in series consists of 91 layers with 89
turns each. The resulting inductance is
115 Henry. The layers are separated from
each other by fiber glass strips, whereas
turns in a layer are separated from each
other by ~ nylon thread of 0,005 in. dia
meter, wound around the conductor with a
pitch of about 2,5 in. Therefore a direct

The magnet with a total weight of about
22 OOOlb can be moved on a trolley even
in liquid helium filled condition without
a disconnection of the refrigerator beca
use of the partial flexible helium trans
fer line.

The magnetic behavior as later on being
discussed in the paper depends on the spe
cial winding construction, so a more de
tailed description shall be given here.
The conductor has the following specifi
cations:
-material: T 48 NbTi from Supercon
-dimensions: 0,57 x 0,114 in.
-current-field requirement: 500A at 80kG
-copper to superconductor ratio: 2,33:1
-number of superconducting strands: 21
-twist rate of strands: 1/4 ft
-insulation: black copper oxide

Fig. 2 shows a microphotograph of the con
ductor, fig.3 typical short sample data
together with the calculated peak field
on the conductor and the central field of
the magnet.

by a liquid nitrogen flow from a refrige
ration system described below. The shield
is suspended from the coil dewars by spa
cers and is not connected to the vacuum
jacket. The emergency vent on top of one
coil dewar is designed so that the helium
dewar will not have 20 stand excessive
pressure(E- 45 lb lin) even if the full
energy of the coils (~10MJ) is dumped in
to the liquid helium.
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Fig. 6. Refrigeration circuits for magnet
operation.

manufactured by the German Linde Compo ,
was only small, resulting in a larger
gas back-stream during the ene~gi~ing .
processes, which caused some dlfflcultles
to keep the system in equilibrium. It has
been discussed more detailed in another
paper~ with the following. basic results:

- observation of dynamlc heat loss os
cillations during the cool-down pe
riods,

- boil-off gas measurements of th: .
system in liquid He-filled condltlon
showing values between 12-14 Nm 3 /h,
indicating heat losses of the cryo
s tat 0 f 1 2 -14 vJ.

- in the contrary the total refrigera
tion consumption was about 45W which
can only be explained by large losses
on the bayon':'!t-couplings to the
transfer line system.

- subcooling of the expansion machine,
causing a reduced refrigeration power
when more back gas is present by ad
ditional losses, e.g. by the magneti
sation currents during energizing.

- cool-down time of 200 h from room
temperature to liquid hel~um temper
ature usinr: only the refrlgerator.
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Fig. 4. Field distribution along the axis
of the mar;net.
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Many power supplies with di~ferent el
ectronic control systems and dlfferent
crowbar resistors have been tested. Best
result yielded the circuit sketched.in
Fig.5 with a new state-of-the-art hlgh
current power supply of the Siemens Compo
Its special feature is an electronicall~

controlled current rise, rather than uSlng
a motor driven potentiometer , ~n~ a vari
able time constant for the stablllty con
trol adjustable to any load inductance.

Fi~. 5. Charging circuit of the magnet
with electronic power supply and
quench protection circuit. IV. Results of Energizing Tests.

III. Cryopenic Supply and its Performance.

To provide a continuous economic lo~r:

time operation of the system two refrl
peration circuits were considere~, one
for the helium and one for the nltrogen
section. Fip:.G shows the principles of
these circui ts with a capacity of 67W at
4,'t K for the helium system and 2 400\} at
80 K for the nitroren system, respectlvely.
The overcapacity of the He-refrip:erator,

The problems of energizing such a large
system with stored energies above 5MJ and
an inductance of more than 100 Henry has
been investiEated very carefully. In spite
of the fully stabilized lay-out of the
windinp: premature fast quenches have been
observed, for which we did not hav: a suf
ficient explanation for quite a whlle.

\'-li th the first conventional power sup-
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plies in use flux jumps occurred, starting
mostly at the right side coil. Ripples in
the output voltage trigger more and larger
flux jumps in spite of the large smoothing
coil inductance, and cause consequently
a larger helium boil-off. With the above
mentioned modern power supply only a few
fl ux jumps occurred and a better under
standing resulted from the observation of
the following effects;

Firstly if the time constant of the
control circuits are switched to very
small values, which means a very sensitive
regulation, the right side coil voltage
and subsequently the total voltage os
cillates with an amplitude of about 50%
of the mean value and a frequency of about
2 Hz, in the current hold mode of the
power supply. This indicates small perio
dic effects inside the coil caused perhaps
by mechanical vibrations of a winding or
being a resonance phenomenon of the system
magnet & control circuits.

Secondly a complex process seems to
occur statistically during the energizing
period, demonstrated in Fig. 7. The right
side coil voltage increases suddenly, ac
companied by a current increase and gets
back to its original value.

each layer. If we assume one layer will
become normally resistive by some reason,
its resistance will be about 10,5 mn.
The resistance of the strips is 45 mJ),
so that now about 20% of the current flows
through the strips instead through the
turns of the layer. To compensate for
this in ordLr to achieve constant flux,
the current must become higher.

We feel that the above-described ef
fects are the reason for premature quen
ches, because any time, when such voltage
increase sets on above 30 kG, the ~vstem

quenched. The recorder diagrams showed
obviously that the process mostly starts
at the right side coil, so that we think
the effect can be traced down to an imper
fect piece of wire or winding, here.

A further indication for the above
discussed shunting process can be derived
from Fig.B. Plotted here is the relation
between field strength and current. The
arrows indicate the time of such shunting
processes, which also change the B/l-re
lation. Another reason for the deviation
of the theoretical line is due to magne
tisation currents, discussed later.

b 1. curren! hold
/.
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One of the premature quenches has been
recorded by a fast light beam recorder.
At the time when the crowbar has been
activated, about ten percent of the wind
ings must have been shunted under quenched
condition, because the inductance was only
about one percent of the original value,
indicated by the relation U = -L.di/dt
during the discharge process. In the mo
ment after openin~ the power break at
290 A a coil voltage of 48 V could be
measured. Using these values and the value
of 0,27~ for the discharge resistor, an
internal discharge resistance of 0,43~

Fig. 7. "Strange"-effects during charging.

One possible explanation would be a par
tial winding shorting, but this can only
be effective if these turns were simul tan
eously normally conducting. A more pro
bable explanation can be given by consid
ering the described shunt strips across
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can be calculated. Assuming that all
turns are normally resistive, the total
internal resistance is 1,45~. If only ten
percent were normally resistive, this
were equal to the state that about l/fDY
layers are shunted, so, the total inter
nal resistance would be 0,45J1, in good
agreement with the above estimated value.

Fif,. 9. Records of an enerp,izing process
with vapor cooled windings.

One interesting test has been carried
out with vapor cooled winding. The ener
gizing process started at a time when
only the bottom of the coil cryostats were
filled with liquid He. Fig.9 shows the
result. Recorded are current and both,
coil voltages and total voltage. You can
see here that sometimes parts of the right
side coil went into the normally conducting
state, accompanied by a current decrease
(an energy i·L·di/dt is dissipated during
this time). The time period and the ampli
tudes are decreasing with increasing field.
You can hardly see on the figure, that a
small heterodyne oscillation is present
too, which could not be explained yet. At
10 kG the system quenched thermally due to
insufficient vapor cooling, because the
heat created locally by the energy dis
sipation could not anymore be carried
away by the vapor.

v. Magnetization Currents.

In Fig.8 are also shown two points of
"current hold", at 100 A and 200 A. Here,
the magnetic field was still increasing
for a considerable time. The coil voltage
was about zero, so that no winding short
ing can be the reason for this effect,
only the magnetization currents in the
copper matrix can explain this increase.
A rise ofl,S kG in 100 min. at 200 A
constant, as measured, equals to a shiel
ding current of 15 A. This current causes
a lot of additional heat losses demon
strated by the recorded He-evaporation
in Fig.l0. This additional boil-off be
comes-zero during the current holding
period. The figure shows also the boil-off
during the charging process with a stan
dard power supply which is obviously much
larp.:er.

J fA!

Fig.l0. Additional He-boil-off during
charging and constant current
operation with two different power
supplies.
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VI. Interaction with the MHD-plasma.

During the operation of the Argas-MHD
loop, an especially interesting question
was if interaction effects with the con
ducting MHD-plasma could be observed.
Some time ago a pulsed MHD-generator has
been operated with a superconducting mag
net in the USSR 4 . The magnet had a twisted
cable of Nb-Ti-Zr-wires and was operated
in the persistent mode. No interaction
with the pulses MHD-plasma stream has been
observed. The result in our case is shown
in Fig. 11. During the time of cesium
injection, oscillations of large ampli
tudes of the left and right side coil
voltage could be observed.

In operating the magnet together with
the MHD-Ioop, interaction effects occur,
indicated by oscillations of the coil vol
tages.
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Fig. 11. Interaction effects between the
coils and the MHD-plasma during an opera
tion of the magnet in the MHD-test-Ioop.

Possibly, too, this performance is due
to the special coil construction in con
nection with the above-mentioned effects.

VII. Summary.

;)iscussed are especially the effects
on the performance limits of the maf.net,
desipned for fields up to 42 kG. Thereby
it has been found that an imperfect piece
of wire or winding at the right side coil
in connection with the special windinp
construction usinB shunting strips across
each layer, is propably responsible for
~remature 1uenches observed statistically
a!)(;ve VJ kG. In spi te of a twist pi tch of
at)out '3 in., larpe rnap,netization currents
ar'f~ IJresent r1lso' rJurinr; slow enerp,izinp,
r)rr.Jc~s:;~s of a!Jout 5() A/h.
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